
Wonderful Modern Villa in Nueva Andalusia

Вилла
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Характеристики

ID 4839263.0000
продажа Nueva Andalucia, 330.0000 м2

346 355 000 ₽

Адрес:  Wonderful Modern Villa in Nueva Andalusia
Количество спален:  4

https://barnes-moscow.com/


Описание

ID 4839263.0000
продажа Nueva Andalucia, 330.0000 м2

 Wonderful Modern Villa in Nueva Andalusia

Incredible views ! This modern villa is uniquely designed to revolve around the amazing views of La Concha and the Golf Valley.
On the entrance level, the open kitchen and living room is situated with great views to the mountains and valley. Here you can
sit inside or outside and still enjoy fantastic views.  Further on this level there are three bedrooms en suite, one of them the
generous master bedroom. All bedrooms has access to the pool area and garden. The lower floor has another living room /play
room and a guest bedroom with its own separate parking, making it perfect for guests or staff. The villas interior is furnished
by Pedro Pena, underfloor heating through out, and all carpentry done by Roman Clavero. The outdoor is as well planned as the
inside layout. The overflow pool has magical views and a barbecue with dining area. One of the most amazing features of this
house is the roof top terrace, designed by Pedro Pena! Here you have the most striking views, jacuzzi, several chill out areas
and an additional outdoor kitchen. Casa Liceo offers a unique location in Nueva Andalucia; a quiet Cul-de-Sac and elevated
position, with walking distance to shops and restaurants, and close to all the golf courses.  Furniture by Pedro Pena included in
the price .
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